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Abstract: The new era of health culture is concerned about patient safety, where the patients have the right to obtain information from doctors about the actions & treatment for them. Preliminary study results show that comprehension level of Caesarean section patients is still low (56%) and there is a big risk for the hospital to get medical litigations. This study aims to determine the influence of physician communication skills and patient’s characteristics against the patient’s comprehension of caesarean section. This study was an observational study with the cross sectional approach with 70 post-cesarean patients samples using purposive sampling. Data were collected by a questionnaire containing questions about physician communication skills, patient’s comprehension and patient’s characteristics and this study using logistic regression analysis. The test results showed that simultaneously, there is significant influence between doctor’s communication skills, age, a level of education and experience of the patient against the patient’s comprehension. Partially, showed a significant influence of physician communication skills and patient experience on the patient’s comprehension of a caesarean section, with the most dominant factor is physician communication skills. Therefore, the hospital can improve physician communication skills by doing communication training.
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information about everything related to the medical action first. The includes the risks, important facts, and side effects. If the patient approves the action that will be conducted by a doctor, then it is called informed consent, and rejection is called informed refusal. One of the actions that require clear information and informed consent from the patient is caesarean section.

Caesarean section has great risks and complications; even it can cause disability and death. Yang et al. (2009) mention that there is a significant relationship between malpractice lawsuit and caesarean section, thus caesarean section has a great risk for the occurrence of the medical lawsuit. In order to avoid the dissatisfaction of patient who will undergo surgery, good understanding about an operation, the rights, and obligations of a patient is required. Mother and Child Hospital (RSIA) PuriBunda Malang has 86 beds, with the average case of childbirth per month of more than 150, and the average case of caesarean section per month of more than 60 or 40% of the total cases of childbirth; therefore, the frequency caesarean section is quite high. According to the standard of WHO, caesarean section should not exceed 15% of the total childbirth (Gibbons et al. 2010). The high number of cases of caesarean section is because RSIA PuriBunda is a referral hospital of BPJS for complications that need the caesarean section. A high number of caesarean sections, according to Yang et al. (2009), correlates with great potential of the occurrence of a medical lawsuit.

To determine patient’s level of understanding on caesarean section, a preliminary study was conducted in September 2015 to 15 post-caesarean section patients in RSIA PuriBunda. The results of the preliminary study show that patient comprehension on caesarean section was only 56%. This shows that patient comprehension level on the condition of caesarean section is still low; therefore, there is a great risk for the hospital to get a medical lawsuit.

Patient comprehension of doctor-patient communication process is influenced by a variety of factors. Schermerhorn (2012) states that patient comprehension of the information delivered by doctor is influenced by factor of source (doctor), factor of recipient (patient), factor of delivery media (channel), feedback and factor of barriers (noise). Factor of the doctor which is the most influential, according to Makoul, Krupat, and Chang (2017), is the ability of the doctor to communicate. Factor of the patient which is the most influential according to Hagie (2010) is patient’s age, the level of education, and experience.

From the factors above, the most dominant factor which affects the patient comprehension related to caesarean section needs to be proved; therefore, the strategies to improve patient comprehension of the caesarean section can be determined.

METHOD

This research used an observational method with cross sectional approach. This research measured the influence of doctor’s communication skills, age, and level of education on patient comprehension of caesarean section. Primary data were collected by distributing research questionnaires to respondents for one (1) month, starting from April 2016 to May 2016 in RS PuriBunda in Malang city. The populations in this study were all post-caesarean section patients who met the criteria of research. Inclusion criterion in this study is elective Caesarean section patients through poly obstetrics, the exclusion criteria are patients who have the medical background as doctor, midwife, and nurse. The sampling technique used was purposive sampling method; there were 70 respondents used in this research. The instrument used in this study was a questionnaire, in which the validity and reliability had been tested. The data were analyzed by using logistic regression.

RESULTS

Characteristics of Respondents

Table 1 shows that from 70 post-caesarean section patients, most of the patients (80%) are 26 years old and above. In addition, based on the level of education, most of the patients (54%) have a high level of education. There are 60% of patients who have had caesarean section once.

The results of this research show that the average score of a variable of doctor’s communication
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Table 1  Characteristics of Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Age:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. 17 – 25 years old</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. 26 – 35 years old</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. 36 – 45 years old</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Education:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Elementary school/junior high school</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Senior high school/Vocational high school</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Diploma/Bachelor</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Experience of caesarean section:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. 1 time</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. More than 1x</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed data, 2016

Table 2  Patient Comprehension of Caesarean Section from the Total Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not understand</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Processed data in 2016

Logistic Regression Analysis

Simultaneous Significance Testing

Simultaneous significance testing generates the value of Chi-square equals to 21.207 with $P < 0.001$, which shows the probability < level of significance ($\alpha = 5\%$). This means that there is significant influence simultaneously of doctor’s communication skill, patient’s age, the education level of the patient, and experience of caesarean section on patient’s comprehension of the post-caesarean section.

Partial Significance Testing

Table 3 shows that there is an influence of doctor’s communication skill and experience of caesarean section on patient comprehension of caesarean section, with $P < 0.05$. Patient’s age and patient’s education level have no effect on value of $P > 0.05$. skill (X1) as a whole is 3.83, which means that doctor’s communication skill still needs to be improved. According to patients, doctor’s communication skills are good, which the when doctor welcome them well a so they feel comfortable; doctor treats patients respectfully; patients agree that doctor explains the next step, including the action planned (91.5%); patients agree that doctor shows their care to patients’ complaints; respondents agree that the doctor involves them in decision-making related to action will be made; doctor understands the problems of their disease.

Doctor’s communication skills which still need to be improved include: doctor interrupts when patient is talking; doctor uses language or term which cannot be understood well by patient; doctor only gives short consultation time; doctor provides as much information as asked by respondents; doctor asks whether respondents have understood all things described; doctor sees respondents (see, listen carefully); doctor asks respondents to ask the things that they do not understand well; doctor shows attention and understanding.

Table 2 shows that there are 55 patients (78.6%), who have relatively less comprehension of caesarean section. There are only one (1) of 5 (five) patients who have good comprehension of caesarean section.
DISCUSSIONS

The influence of Doctor’s Communication Skill and Patient Characteristics (Age, Level of Education, Experience) on Patient Comprehension of Caesarean Section in RSIA Puri Bunda Malang Simultaneously

This research shows that doctor’s communication skill and patient characteristics together affect patient comprehension of caesarean section. It is in line with the studies conducted by Makoul, Krupat, and Chang (2007) and Hargie (2010) that those four variables together contribute positively to a patient comprehension of caesarean section. A patient who is an adult has high level of education, has experienced caesarean section for more than once, and is supported by good doctor’s communication will have a good understanding of caesarean section.

Doctor’s Communication Skill Affects Patient Comprehension of Caesarean Section

This research indicates that doctor’s communication skill affects patient comprehension of caesarean section. These results are in accordance with the theory of Makoul, Krupat, and Chang (2007) and Ong et al. (1995), which mention that the ability of doctor in communicating affects patients’ comprehension of caesarean section. Schermerhorn (2012) states that doctor-patient communication which is supported by good delivery media and has minimal constraints will improve patient comprehension of caesarean section. The decision which is made together is very important. However, it should be noted that not all patients want to participate in decision-making about their health. In such cases, a doctor needs to use more directive approach (Bylund, Peterson and Cameron 2012; Ong et al. 1995).

Patient’s Age Doesn’t Affect Patient Comprehension of Caesarean Section

The results of this research show that patient’s age does not affect the understanding of the patient on caesarean section. This is not in accordance with the statements of Hargie (2010) and Arikunto (2006) that patient’s age can affect patient comprehension of caesarean section; the older a person, the easier he/ she forgets his/ her memory, but his/ her thinking and understanding are getting better instead. The results of this research indicate that patient’s age does not affect the understanding of the patient on caesarean section. It is in line with the results of studies conducted by Hanifah (2015), Destria (2010), and Wiria (2007), which found that age has no effect on patient comprehension of the information provided by the doctor. The lack of relationship between age and patient comprehension of the caesarean section can be influenced by advanced technology and information, so the young often use and access technologies and information like the internet; therefore, they have the higher level of knowledge and comprehension.

Patient’s Education Level Doesn’t Affect Patient Comprehension of Caesarean Section

The results of this research indicate that patient’s education level does not affect the understanding of the patient on caesarean section. This is not in accordance with the opinions of Hargie (2010), Khairiyah (2013), and Wiria (2007), that education level affects patient’s comprehension of

Table 3: Results of partial significance testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Odd Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor’s Communication Skill</td>
<td>1.901</td>
<td>4.256</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>6.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient’s Age</td>
<td>-0.324</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient’s Education Level</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>1.128</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>2.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience of caesarean section</td>
<td>1.689</td>
<td>4.457</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>5.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-12.666</td>
<td>12.245</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: results of statistic test, processed in 2016
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caesarean section. The discrepancy between theory and research results is influenced by good and two-way doctor’s communication skill. Therefore, a level of education is not the determiner in gaining comprehension. This research is in accordance with the research conducted by Destria (2010), which shows that the level of education does not affect pregnant women’s comprehension of caesarean section. The lack of relationship between the level of education and the comprehension of the caesarean section can be caused by the information in KIA book which is easy to understand by both well-educated and low educated people.

Patient’s Experience Affects Patient Comprehension of Caesarean Section

The results of this research show that patient’s experience affects patient comprehension of caesarean section. This is in line with the opinion of Hargie (2010) and Parker et al. (1995), that patients who have experienced caesarean section have got information on caesarean section in the previous childbirth. Therefore, in the present childbirth, the information given by doctor is just as a reminder to refresh the information that has been obtained before. Although patient does not get information directly from doctor or nurse, when a patient undergoes a caesarean section, automatically she will get the input from her senses to be saved as experience. Prathima (2014) found that the person who has been giving birth more than once has more knowledge and better understanding. Mungrue et al. (2010) show that patient who has had caesarean section has a better understanding than a patient who has not had a caesarean section. A patient who gets information directly from doctor also has a better understanding and more knowledge related to caesarean section. In addition, this study shows that there is no difference of understanding between patients who have emergency surgery and elective surgery.

RESEARCH IMPLICATION

The implication of this study is theoretically expected to strengthen the theory of interpersonal communication, particularly doctor-patient communication to implement the policies of the hospital and run the Regulation of the Minister of Health Indonesia. In addition, it is expected to provide scientific information to the other researchers to study the strategic policy of hospital and to be able to provide an overview of quality management success of hospital related to doctor-patient communication. It is also expected to be able to be used as the basis for further researchers to dig the factors that affect patient comprehension of caesarean section deeper.

The practical implication of this research is that RSIA Puri Bunda is expected to be able to improve its doctor’s communication skill, in which according to Fallowfield et al. (2002) can be done by providing training of doctor-patient communication for medical personnel or doctors, to improve the quality and prevent the medical lawsuit. The training can be done by presenting speakers or experts to provide the material or workshop on effective communication. In this research, CAT questionnaire was used to evaluate the success rate of training. The results show that RSIA Puri Bunda does not need to provide different treatment in doctor-patient communication to provide medical information to patients based on patient’s age and level of education. Doctors in RSIA Puri Bunda have to explain the information and ensure that patients (especially patients will undergo caesarean section for the first time) already know the consequences of an action that will be undergone repeatedly and as often as possible.

The limitation of this research is that the variable used does not describe all factors that affect patient’s comprehension of caesarean section. The next researcher is expected to examine the other variables that affect patient’s comprehension of caesarean section, such as intelligence, job, socio-culture condition, economic condition, and the environment. If the most of the influential variables have been known, thus the results will be more accurate to determine the variable which is the most influential in patient comprehension of caesarean section.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

From the results of this research, it can be concluded that doctor’s communication skill and patient’s experience give partial effect to a patient comprehension of caesarean in RSIA Puri Bunda Malang, in which doctor’s communication skill has greater value than patient’s experience. Together, the factor of communication skills, doctor, age, education, and patient’s experience affect patient comprehension of Caesar section in RSIA Puri Bunda in Malang city.

From the results of this research, RSIA Puri Bunda Malang is expected to be able to provide training or workshop on communication for a doctor in order to improve patient comprehension on caesarean section. Further research is expected to add some variables such as intelligence, job, socioculture, economy, and environment which influence patient comprehension of caesarean section.
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